TTM (TermTech Master) – ATM Back Office Suite
ATM Inventory Management (Alpha)
Institutions experience serious problems related to monitoring of their ATM's during their life cycles.
Management, monitoring and reporting of all processes from the purchase of the ATM to its disposal over
a single system and the ability to use this system as a common infrastructure by relevant people provides
significant benefits for the institutions following the purchase of the equipment.
All the stages of an ATM in the system starting from the moment ATM serial number is generated might be
tracked with TermTech’s ATM Inventory Management (Alpha) software which is a member of the TTM
(TermTech Master) - ATM Back Office Suite product family.
An ATM purchased by the institution might have passed through following stages:
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Production of ATM is completed and it is in transportation stage
ATM has arrived at the customs
Customs clearance is obtained and ATM is being moved to the main depot
ATM has arrived at the institution's depot
ATM control and software installations are completed
Cabinet is ordered
Construction, real estate and infrastructure work is completed
Cabinet setup is completed
ATM is being transported to the branch from the main depot
ATM has arrived at the branch (setup location)
ATM is installed at branch X
ATM is activated and ready for service
ATM's receipt printer, EPP, screen are changed
Related company is informed to move the ATM from its location
ATM is being moved to its new location
ATM is installed in branch Y
ATM is activated and ready for service
….
ATM is moved to the depot due to being in an unusable state
ATM is sold to company Z

All operations and stages above and any additional stages which might be necessary can be added to the
system by users parametrically and these can be tracked. All actions can be associated with the ATM and
reports generated whenever desired. This way the whole life cycle of ATM in the institution is documented
in a detailed manner and inventory tracking for all ATM's is possible.
With ATM Inventory Management (Alpha) software, all statuses and actions of the ATM are logged in the
system and all parametrically defined stages for the process can be reported in detail and in summary.
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